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Variable formation control of multiple
robots via VRc and formation
switching to accommodate large
heading changes by leader robot

Sung-Gil Wee1, Yanyan Dai2 , Tae Hun Kang1 and Suk-Gyu Lee2

Abstract
This article describes a novel multi-robot formation control based on a switching technique that allows follower robots
to maintain formation when the leader robot’s direction changes rapidly or unexpectedly. The formation pattern is
determined using Virtual Robot’s Center of the multi-robot formation. To avoid collision, the formation of robots
reformed in optimal size by estimating the distance between the robot and an obstacle in real time. When the leader
robot suddenly changes its direction, waypoints of follower robots are switched and the formation is quickly recon-
structed. This prevents follower robots from colliding with each other and reduces their radius of movement and allows
them to follow the leader robot at higher speed. The proposed method which is inherently a flexible control of multi-
robot formation guarantees collision avoidance and prevents sudden changes in waypoints of the system by gradually
changing its size. The validity of the proposed method is demonstrated via simulation and experimental results.
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Introduction

Multi-robot navigation in formation has received exten-
sive attention in the past and been employed for various
tasks, such as surveillance, inspection, factory automa-
tion, and logistics. Robots may be required to navigate
in formation, for example, to maintain a communica-
tion network, to collaboratively manipulate deformable
objects, or transportation of cable-suspended loads.1–3

Flexible multi-robot formation control approaches can
be classified depending on the knowledge of the initial
positions of the robots. If the positions of robots are
known, the positions and heading angles of the follower
robots are estimated from the leader robot. In this case,
the follower robots are controlled to maintain a con-
stant distance from the leader robot and moves to the
next position determined by the leader robot. In case

that the initial positions of the robots are unknown, the
robots move to form a targeted formation using fixed
distances from arbitrary points, by sharing coordinat-
ing information on relative position and heading
angles.4

Robots’ obstacle avoidance which is a fundamental
requirement for multi-robot formation has different
approaches according to detection methods.5–8 Jin
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et al.9,10 proposed a new algorithm where robots navi-
gate through surroundings of obstacle by recognizing
detected obstacles as circles. Over the past decades, the
control problems for mobile robots have been exten-
sively studied. When designing controllers, depending
on whether the non-linear dynamics are approximated/
linearized, the control methods are classified into linear
control and non-linear control. In Dai et al.,11,12 robots
avoid collision with obstacles as well as other robots
based on predicted topography according to detected
distances. In general multi-robot formations, robots
share information on the positions of other robots for
navigation. The robots use potential field method to
avoid collision with other robots on overlapping paths
or avoid path conflict by priority within detection
range. In Dai et al.,11 since non-linear control methods
are developed on the basis of the original non-linear
dynamical equations, they can maintain satisfactory
control performance even when the state variables are
far from the equilibrium point. According to Dai et al.,12

because it is difficult for the dynamics of the robot to
produce the perfect velocity as the kinematic controller,
the dynamic controller is also used in this article. In Das
and Kar,13 a control structure that makes possible the
integration of a kinematic controller and an adaptive
fuzzy controller for trajectory tracking is developed for
non-holonomic mobile robots. The system uncertainty,
which includes mobile robot parameter variation and
unknown non-linearities, is estimated by a fuzzy logic
system. In practical point of view, this approach can be
used for multi-robot formation effectively.

In this article, we propose a new formation mainte-
nance method of mobile robots and the movement
method for detection and avoidance of fixed obstacles.
Under the proposed method where Virtual Robot’s
Center (VRc) determines the size of the formation of
robots, robots can effectively change and restore the for-
mation according to the geometry of the obstacle. The
proposed formation is mainly determined by using the
VRc of the multi-robot formation. Based on the position
of the leader robot, follower robots form the equilateral
triangle formation centered on the VRc. This makes it
possible to change the formation of robots adaptively
depending on the situation. In addition, when the leader
robot suddenly changes its direction, follower robots
switch their positions and effectively rapidly form a
multi-robot formation in real time. As a result, since the
moving radius of the follower robots is reduced drasti-
cally, follower robots maintaining a regular triangular
pattern track leader robot fast.

Robot model

As in a mobile robot kinematics model,14 the velocity
and angular velocity of robot i, ( _Ri), can be described

using the linear velocity (vR) and angular velocity (vR)
of a differential mobile robot, as shown in equation (1).
r is the radius of the wheel, L is the distance between
the two wheels, and vl and vr are the rotational speeds
of the respective wheels. Here, vyR

(i) is zero in a non-
holonomic robot that cannot move to the y axis of vR

(Figure 1)
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Localization of a differential mobile robot is
achieved via dead reckoning based on an odometer.
Thus, it can be expressed by equations (2) and (3)
according to the real robot’s state and the predicted
robot’s state, respectively

Ri = xR, i yR, i uR, i½ �T

ui�1 = vl vr½ �T

dui�1 = dvl
dvr

½ �T
ð2Þ

In equation (2), R is the position and direction of the
ith real robot and ui2 1 is the linear velocity of each
wheel of the i2 1th robot; it is also the odometry value.
dui2 1 represents the linear velocity disturbance value
of each wheel at the i2 1th robot

R̂i = x̂R, i ŷR, i ûR, i

h iT

ui�1 = vl vr½ �T

dui�1;N m,s2
� � ð3Þ

Equation (3) employs dead reckoning to estimate the
state of the robot; R̂x is the position and direction of
the robot estimated from the ith position, and ui2 1 is
the linear velocity of each wheel of the i2 1th robot.

Figure 1. Coordinate system for a mobile robot in reference
coordinate system.
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dui2 1 ; N can be expressed as the value of the normal
distribution of disturbance applied to each wheel of the
i2 1th robot; the estimated state of the robot can be
predicted by using the probability distribution.

Using equation (2), the state of the next robot can
be expressed as equation (4), according to the current
state, linear velocity, rotational speed, and sampling
time

Ri+ 1 =Ri +
vRDt cos [R, i +

vRDt
2

� �
vRDt sin [R, i +

vRDt
2

� �
vRDt

2
4

3
5 ð4Þ

Utilizing equations (1) and (4), the dead reckoning
navigation for predicting the state of the robot in the
next step has the form of equation (5)
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xR, i

yR, i
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It is assumed without loss of generality that the rota-
tional speed in the above equation is not affected by
disturbance.

The motion of the mobile robot with torque is as
follows

�M Rið Þ _vi + �V Ri, _Ri

� �
vi + �td, i = �Bti
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where mass regarding to robot body and wheel is mc, i

and mw, i, respectively. And inertia moments about
robot body and wheel denoted by Ic, i, Iw, i, and Iw, i. �td, i

are unknown disturbances occurred by torque ti.

VRc and obstacle avoidance

VRc

Multi-robot navigation in formation has received exten-
sive attention, with many works considering collision-
free scenarios because multi-robot system shows obvi-
ous advantages over single robot, including greater

flexibility, adaptability and robustness. Robots main-
tain specific formation while moving along path.

In the proposed method, the center point VRc of a
multi-robot formation is set using a constant distance
‘‘a’’ with reference to the leader robot; distances ‘‘b’’
and ‘‘c,’’ which are the same distance as ‘‘a,’’ are divided
at the same angle around this point and are calculated
according to the positions of follower robots 1 and 2.
In this study, the distance ‘‘a’’ between VRc and the
leader robot Li is the reference set distance, and ‘‘a’’
can be changed from its initial setting to accommodate
the environment.

Figure 2 has a VRc resulting from the initial value
‘‘a’’ of the multi-robot formation. Here, ‘‘a= b= c,’’
‘‘a’’ is changed to ‘‘a#’’ if the size of the original forma-
tion is changed to accommodate the surrounding envi-
ronment. As VRc is moved to the coordinates of VRc#,
a change of formation is stably performed.

For flexible control of the multi-robot formation,
the basic shape is formed by setting the initial value
‘‘a.’’ For this purpose, a process is applied to the other
scattered robots to be involved in the formation. After
execution of decentralized control, the robots individu-
ally request information on other’s states and then
begin to move after deployment via centralized control.
The conventional robot formation is formed at a pre-
determined position.4 In this study, a formation is
formed at not only a predetermined position but also
during the robots’ movement toward their targets.
However, in this article, the formation is formed and
maintained during the robots’ movement as shown in
Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, the motion of follower robots
1 and 2 is expressed by equations (7) and (8), respec-
tively. The formation coordinates of the follower
robots, calculated according to the initial value at any
position, are set as the target states in the next step
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xF1, i�1 � df 1cos u1, i�1 +a1ð Þ
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2
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5 ð7Þ

Figure 2. VRc of multi-robots.
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When the robots set a formation, the position of a
follower robot can be expressed by the coordinates of
VRc and the distances b and c from the coordinates.
The coordinates of the VRc can be represented by the
current coordinates of the leader robot and the distance
‘‘a’’. The coordinates of the center point VRc are
expressed as in equation (9) and the coordinates of fol-
lower robot 1 has the form of equation (10)
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uVRC , i
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xF1, i = xL, i � a cosuL, i � c cos rF1, i

yF1, i = yL, i � a sinuL, i � c sin rF1, i

ð9Þ
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In equation (10), uL, i is the ith heading of the leader
robot and rF1, i

is the ith angle between the VRc and fol-
lower robot 1. Because a= b= c as shown in Figures 2
and 3, it can be described as equation (10). Based on
the above descriptions, the coordinates of follower
robot 2 has the form of equation (11)
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Obstacle and collision avoidance

Obstacle avoidance. Robots in a formation must perform
complex maneuvers to avoid or pass obstacles while
maintaining the formation. When the robots in formation
move, the leader robot leads the follower robots, detects
and judges obstacles, and avoids and passes through
obstacles while deforming the formation fluidly.

As shown in Figure 4, in order to pass through the
space between two obstacles, the robot group formed
should consider the following parameters: distance dLF2

and direction angle u1 between the leader and follower
robots, the detection distance dr of the leader robot,
distance dLO and direction angle u2 between the leader
robot and the obstacle, and space height dO between
two obstacles. The conditions for passing two obstacles
are described as follows.

1. Condition of minimum formation: dL, i ø L=2

2. dL, i\dr, i, dLFy, i\dLOy, i

3. dLF2, i\dLO, i, u1, i\u2, i

4. (dLF2, i + L=2)\dLOy, i or (dF2F1, i + L)ł dO

5. if, dr, i ø dLO, i and (L=2)ł dL, i\dLOy, i

dL, i = dLO, i

if, dO, i = dF2F1, i + L
dL, i = dO, i � L

The position and angle of each robot and obstacle
are calculated using equations (12) and (13), which
respectively, take the form of the Pythagorean Theorem
and the cosine second law

dLF2
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xL, i � xF2, ið Þ2 + yL, i � yF2, ið Þ2

q
ð12Þ

u1 =cos�1
d2

L + d2
LF2
� d2

F2VRC

2dLdLF2

 !
ð13Þ

Figure 3. VRc formation control. Figure 4. Obstacle avoidance of multi-robot formation.
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Collision avoidance. When robots in formation change
their directions to reform the formation, if the trajectories
of two follower robots overlap, there is a risk of collision.
In this case, we use the repulsive force of a potential
field15,16 to set a new waypoint for avoiding collisions and
then use an attractive force to retrieve the path.

The attractive potential energy (Ua) and attractive
force (Fa) for the follower robot can be expressed by
equation (14) for i= 1, 2, 3, . . . , n, where i is the robot
number

fi = xfi yfi½ �T , fti = xfti
yfti

� �T
U fið Þ=Ua fið Þ+

X
Ur fið Þ

if fi.fti

Ua fið Þ=
1

2
Ka fi � ftið Þ2

Fai
=� Ka fi � ftið Þ

Else if fi ł fti

Ua fið Þ= 0

Fai
= 0

End

ð14Þ

Equation (15) represents the repulsive potential
energy (Ur) and repulsive force (Fr) of the follower
robot

if fi � fi 6 1k kł d0

Ur fið Þ=
1

2
Kr

1

fi � fi 6 1k k �
1

d0

� 	2

Fri
=Kr

1

fi � fi 6 1k k �
1

d0

� 	
3

1

fi � fi 6 1k k2
3
∂ fi � fi 6 1k k

∂fi

Else if fi � fi 6 1k k.d0

Ur fið Þ= 0

Fri
= 0

End

ð15Þ

fi and fti are the follower robot and the target point of
the follower robot, respectively. Ka and Kr are the
respective potential constants. (kfi � ftik) is the distance
from the current state to the target. kfi � ftik is the
shortest distance to other robots or obstacles in the cur-
rent state, and d0 is the distance constant indicating the
degree of separation from the object to be avoided.

Equations (14) and (15) are applied not only for col-
lision avoidance between robots but also for obstacle
avoidance. Using these equations, a new safe waypoint
can be calculated.

Movement technique

Adaptive controllers

Define the waypoint model of the robot as

_xw, i = vw, i cos uw, i ð16Þ

_yw, i = vw, i sin uw, i ð17Þ

_uw, i =vw, i ð18Þ

where vw, i and vw, i are the desired linear and angular
velocities, respectively. The tracking error is defined as
Eq, i = xw, i � xc, i, yw, i � yc, i, uw, i � uc, i½ �T . The derivative
of the tracking error can be described as

_Eq, i =

_xE, i

_yE, i

_uE, i

2
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3
75=
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0

0

2
64
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75vC, i +

yE, i

�xE, i

�1

2
64

3
75vC, i

+

vw, i cos uE, i

vw, i sin uE, i

vw, i

2
64

3
75

ð19Þ

As shown in Kanayama et al.,17 the linear and angu-
lar velocities are transferred as the following equation

vf , i

vf , i

� �
=

vw, i cos uE, i +K1, ixE, i

vw, i +K2, ivw, iyE, i +K3, i sin uE, i

� �
ð20Þ

where K1, i, K2, i, and K3, i are the positive constants.
Using equation (1), equation (19) can be reformed as

_Eq, i =

� ri

2
+

ri

Li

yE, i

� ri

Li

xE, i

� ri

Li

2
666664

3
777775v1, i +

� ri

2
+

ri

Li

yE, i

ri

Li

xE, i

ri

Li

2
666664

3
777775v2, i

+

vw, i cos uE, i

vw, i sin uE, i

vw, i

2
64

3
75

ð21Þ

To obtain the angular velocities of each wheels, para-
meters r and L are needed

vc, i =
â1, i â2, i

â1, i �â2, i

� �
vf , i

vf , i

� �

=
a1, i + ~a1, i a2, i + ~a2, i

a1, i + ~a1, i �a2, i � ~a2, i

� �
vf , i

vf , i

� � ð22Þ

where â1, i and â2, i are the estimate of a1, i and a2, i.
Equation (21) can be described as
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_Eq, i = 1+
~a1, i

a1, i

� 	 �vf , i

0

0
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75+ 1+

~a2, i

a2, i

� 	
vf , i

yE, i

�xE, i

�1

2
64

3
75+

vw, i cos uE, i

vw, i sin uE, i

vw, i

2
64

3
75

ð23Þ

To design â1, i and â2, i, the Lyapunov function is
defined as

V1 =
1

2
x2

E, i + y2
E, i

� �
+

1� cos uE, ið Þ
K2, i

+
~a2

1, i

2g1, ia1, i
+

~a2
2, i

2g2, ia2, i

ð24Þ

For Lyapunov stability of the system, the parameters
are designed as

_̂a1, i = g1, ixE, ivf , i,

_̂a2, i = g2, i

vf , i sin uE, i

K2, i

ð25Þ

The differentiation of V1 is non-negative as shown in
equation (26)

_V 1 = xE, i _xE, i + yE, i _yE, i +
_uE, i sin uE, i

K2, i

+
~a1, i

_~a1, i

g1, ia1, i
+

~a2, i
_~a2:i

g2, ia2, i

=� K1, ix
2
E, i �

K3, i sin uE, ið Þ2

K2, i

+
~a1, i

g1, ia1, i

_̂a2, i � g2, i

vf , i sin uE, i

K2, i

� 	

=� K1, ix
2
E, i �

K3, i sin uE, ið Þ2

K2, i
ł 0

ð26Þ

As t!N, Eq, i is shown to be a stable equilibrium
point.

The velocity tracking errors Ec, i of the robot are

Ec, i = vi � vc, i =
v1, i � v1c, i

v2, i � v2c, i

� �
ð27Þ

Equation (6) is rewritten as

�M _vc, i + _Ec, i

� �
+ �V vc, i +Ec, ið Þ+ �td, i = �Bti ð28Þ

Then

�M _Ec, i =� �M _vc, i + �Vvc, ið Þ � �VEc, i � �td, i

+ �Bti =� Yc, iPi � �VEc, i � �td, i + �Bti

ð29Þ

The torque controller is defined as

ti = �B�1 �Kd, iEc, i + Yc, iP̂i � us, i

� �
ð30Þ

where

�M _vc, i + �Vvc, i = Yc, iPiYc, i =
_v1c, i _v2c, i

_uiv2c, i

_v2c, i _v1c, i � _uiv1c, i

" #

Pi =
r2

i

L2
i

mi
Li

2

2
+ Ii

� �
+ Iw, i

r2
i

L2
i

mi
Li

2

2 � Ii

� �
r2

i

Li
mc, i

h iT

ð31Þ

To obtain the torque controller, the Lyapunov func-
tion is defined as

V2 =V1 +
1

2
ET

c, i
�MEc, i +

1

2
~PT

i G�1~Pi +
~c2

0, i

2g3, i

+
~c2

1, i

2g4, i

ð32Þ

The parameters are selected as

_̂
P2 =� GY T

c, iEc, i, _̂c0, i =g3, i Ec, ik k, _̂c1, i = g4, i vik k Ec, ik k
ð33Þ

The differential of V2 is

_V 2 = _V 1 � ET
c, iKd, iEc, i � ET

c, i�td, i � AET
c, isgn Ec, ið Þ

+
~c0, i

_~c0, i

a0, i
+

~c1, i
_~c1, i

a1, i
ł _V 1

� ET
c, iKd, iEc, i � A� �td, ik kð Þ Ec, ik k+ ~c0, i

_~c0, i

a0, i

+
~c1, i

_~c1, i

a1, i
ł _V 1 � ET

c, iKd, iEc, i

� ~c0, i Ec, ik k �
_~c0, i

a0, i

� 	
� ~c1, i vik k Ec, ik k �

_~c1, i

a1, i

� 	
= _V 1 � ET

c, iKd, iEc, i ł 0

ð34Þ

Eq, i = 0 is an asymptotically stable point as t!N.

Formation switching method

The formation switching method is determined by
heading change of the leader robot. In Figure 5(a), if
the leader robot rapidly changes its heading to follow
the path, the i + nth waypoint of the follower robot
suddenly changes. As a result, follower robots will
excessively move to track their waypoints, but they may
fail to follow their paths, depending on the robot’s plat-
form. In this case, the robots should use the proposed
formation switching method to track their trajectories,
as shown in Figure 5(b). Conclusively, if the heading
angle of the leader robot is �(p=2)\Ru\(p=2), the
existing formation is maintained. However, if heading
angle of the leader robot, Ru, satisfies the condition of
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(p=2);2p ł Ru ł � (p=2);2p, follower robots follow
a changed waypoint position using small posture
changes and move while keeping the original
formation.

System block diagram

System block diagram of the entire multi-robot system
proposed in this article is shown in Figure 6.

Simulation

In this simulation, robots use the proposed VRc
method to form and maintain a formation. For this
purpose, follower robots switch their tracking paths
according to the heading angle of the leader robot.
When an obstacle is detected, the formation size is
reduced step-by-step in order to pass through the

obstacle area. After passing through the obstacles, the
robots reform their original formation and continue
their mission.

Figure 7 shows the process of multi-robot formation
while moving. First, the starting points of the leader
robot and follower robots 1 and 2 are, respectively,
defined as L= 0 2 p=2ð ÞT , F1 = �1 0 p=2ð ÞT , and
F2 = 2 1 p=2ð ÞT . While the leader robot moves in a
straight path, the follower robots form an initial forma-
tion in one region according to the formation com-
mand and maintain the formation continuously.

Second, when the leader suddenly changes its angle
from p=2 to 08 at 4.5m, the follower robots simultane-
ously change their waypoints and form a formation
with the leader robot, using the above-mentioned
switching method. Comparing with Dai et al.,11 when
the leader robot turns sharp angle, the follower robots
can follow leader robot to effectively reform the forma-
tion with leader robot as shown in Figure 8, where the
three robots form a stable and smooth formation.

Figure 7. Formation configuration while moving.
Figure 5. (a) Basic formation and (b) formation switching
movement.

Figure 6. System block diagram.

Figure 8. Formation switching and VRc of multi-robot
formation.
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As shown in Figure 9 where the switching method is
not applied, the follower robots cannot follow the
leader robot properly due to excessive postural changes.
Moreover, it is difficult to maintain the formation size.

Third, the formation size can be adjusted by moving
the VRc of the robots. As shown in Figure 8, when the
leader robot detects the obstacle, it judges whether it
can pass through the obstacle by using the proposed
method. By determining the distance between two
obstacles, the robots can shrink the formation to pass
through the obstacles. It can be confirmed that the
deformation starts at the 0 point on the x-axis, and the
formation scale is reduced at the 2–4 points. After pass-
ing through the obstacles, the formation restoration is
performed. If the formation size is enlarged suddenly,
ineffective movements of follower robots may occur as
shown in Figure 10. To prevent this problem, as shown

in Figure 8, the size of the formation is gradually
increased with consideration of the formation size and
the robots’ speeds.

Finally, as shown in Figure 11, if the robot con-
fronts another obstacle after passing through the obsta-
cles, the robots avoid collision with the obstacle and
continue generating their paths. The starting points of

each robot are L= �1 4 p=2ð ÞT ,
F1 = �3 �3 p=2ð ÞT , andF2 = �1 2 p=2ð ÞT ,
respectively. The obstacles are depicted as follows

O1 =
2 2 3:5 3:5
4 3 3 4

� �
, O2 =

2 2 3:5 3:5
5 6 6 5

� �
,

andO3 =
5 6 6:433 5:433

5 4 4:3 5:3

� �
. The robots’ safe

range and the detection radius are set to be
1:5 3 sin (p=4) and 1:5 3 sin (p=4)+ 0:005, respec-
tively. The distance between the leader robot and VRc
in the initial formation is set to be 1m. When new
obstacle is detected after passing through the obstacles,
the robots’ formation size cannot be maintained
because the follower robot’s posture changes.
However, as shown in Figure 11, after detecting obsta-
cles based on the robots’ VRc, follower robots can pre-
vent collisions with obstacles and the robots’ formation
size can be adjusted using the VRc.

Figure 12 shows the tracking error of each robot
when it follows the path. Figure 12(a) depicts the state
error of the leader robot after 0.5m was added to the x
value of the current leader robot coordinates. As shown
in the result, when the third obstacle is avoided, the
leader robot is maintaining a distance of about 0.5m,
except for the new created path. The y value and the
heading angle are finally maintained at 0, and it is clear
that there is no error. Figure 12(b) and (c) shows the

Figure 9. Excessive movement of follower robots in case of
sudden posture change of leader robot.

Figure 10. Collision errors occurred when restoring a multi-
robot formation.

Figure 11. Avoidance path for robots when obstacles are
detected.
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state errors of follower robots 1 and 2 that result from
following a path created by the leader robot. In conclu-
sion, follower robots 1 and 2 effectively track the gener-
ated paths because their state errors converge to zero.

Figure 13 shows comparison results of non-switching
and switching formation under the same condition. The
elapsed time of navigation in formation results for non-
switching and switching formation is 29.927 and
29.888 s, respectively. In case of non-switching forma-
tion, when robots’ position is switched, follower robots’
heading is changed rapidly, and then, actually robots’
formation cannot restore quickly enough as shown in
Figure 13(a). However, the proposed method as shown
in Figure 13(b), switching formation, can solve the
problem in Figure 13(a).

Experiment

In this chapter, we validate the proposed algorithm
through experiments and evaluate the result through
data analysis. The experimental conditions are as
follows.

� Map size: 6m 3 8m
� Hardware: Kobuki robots

� Software: LabVIEW, MathScript
� Shared network: Wifi
� Obstacle size: 1m 3 1m 3 0.5m

The Kobuki base has the following specification: a
maximum linear velocity of 0.7m/s, a maximum

Figure 12. Tracking errors: (a) leader robot, (b) follower robot 1, and (c) follower robot 2.

Figure 13. Comparison of results for (a) switching and (b) non-switching formation.

Figure 14. Experiment result: the three robots’ trajectories to
avoid two obstacles.
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rotation speed of 180�/s, a payload of 5 kg, a wheel
radius of 95mm, and a distance between wheels of
263mm.

Figure 14 which depicts experiment result in the
same environment as of Figure 8 shows three robots’
trajectories as they avoid two obstacles. When the
leader robot tracks a predetermined path, two follower
robots navigate in formation to follow the leader robot
using the variable VRc. When the leader robot changes
its heading direction for more than a certain angle, the
two follower robots rapidly switch their tracking posi-
tions to reform the formation. In addition, when the
leader robot detects an obstacle, the formation size is
gradually reduced by the VRc and restored for the
robots to pass the obstacles successfully.

The starting points of the leader robot and follower
robots 1 and 2 are defined as L= 0 2 p=2ð ÞT , F1=
�1 0 p=2ð ÞT , andF2= 2 1 p=2ð ÞT , respectively. The
leader robot’s maximum linear and angular velocities
are 0.05m/s and 0.62 rad/s, respectively. Those of the
follower robots are 0.1m/s and 0.62 rad/s.

Figure 15 shows the linear and angular velocity of
the leader robot following the path and the linear and
angular velocities of the two follower robots as they
follow the generated waypoints according to the lead-
er’s movement. The leader robot moves forward at a
constant linear velocity and changes its angular velocity
to rotate 908. The follower robots, located at different
starting points, quickly follow the leader robot by
changing their linear velocity v and angular velocity v.
As shown in Figure 16, the distances between the leader
robot and the follower robots present the formation
maintenance and tracking process of the robots. The
default distance from the leader robot to the VRc is
1m; the formation’s basic shape is triangular, and the
distance and angle between the leader and each fol-
lower robot is 1.7m and 608. When an obstacle is
detected, VRc is decreased by measuring the distance

from the obstacle. At this time, the distance from the
VRc to the leader is 0.55m, and the distance and angle
between the leader and follower robots is 0.95m and
608. Initially, the three robots successfully form and
maintain the initial formation. When the leader robot
detects the obstacles, the three robots respond by
shrinking the formation. After passing through the
obstacles, the three robots restore the original forma-
tion. Figure 17 shows snapshots of the experimental
results based on the proposed algorithm and the data
in Figures 14–16.

Conclusion

In this study, we suggested a variable formation control
of multiple robots via VRc and formation switching to
accommodate large heading changes by leader robot
and verified the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
for multi-robot collaboration by grouping. The

Figure 15. Linear and angular velocities of leader and follower robots: (a) leader robot, (b) follower robot 1, and (c) follower
robot 2.

Figure 16. Distance between leader robot and follower
robots.
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proposed method consists of three main tasks: forma-
tion switching, VRc control, and formation restoration.
Through effective formation control, multiple robots
act like a single robot. These robots are able to (1)
avoid collisions with each other, (2) create and change
formations, and (3) decide the best safe plan by deter-
mining the shape of an obstacle. Multi-robot formation
under communication constraints between robots and
complex three-dimensional (3D) environment is under-
going. In future studies, we will conduct intelligent con-
trol research and apply the control algorithm not only
in group level but also in individual level under moving
obstacle environment.
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